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Abstract - In recent trends, the cloud computing paradigms were receiving important excitement and paying attention 

towards media and blogosphere. Cloud computing is a service based, safe, on-demand resource provisioning for low cost 
application deployment. Authentication is security measure for authorization and authentication of cloud users. This article 
presents location based authentication where cloud user chooses a location as password and its longitude and latitude is 
extracted by GPS device and it is validated by local server and the cloud user get authenticated and start accessing the cloud 
services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is one of today’s most exciting 

technologies, used worldwide to improve the business 

infrastructure and performance. Cloud computing is 
regarded as massively scalable, an on-demand 

configurable resources computing model and is one 

of the latest topics in the information sector which 

offers the cloud infrastructure in a distrbuted rather 

than dedicated infrastructure where clients can have 

full access to the scalable, reliable resources with 

high performance, everything is provided to the 

clients as a utility service over the internet by Rashid 

Dar[1]. Pratiba stated that authentication is a key 

mechanism for information security that establish 

proof of identities to get access of information in the 
system and authorization is an important identity 

service to avoid unauthorised access to cloud 

resources[2]. 

 

Cloud authentication use different password 

techniques like simple text password, graphical 

password, 3D password object. Text based password 

is easy to break and vulnerable to dictionary or brute 

force attacks. Graphical password schemes require 

long time to be performed by Dinesha H.A[3]. 

Poonam Mantri, Parmeshwar Shinde stated that 

security of data access in cloud computing using 
location based encryption and authentication.[4]. 

Jiaqing Mo proposed an efficient and provably secure 

anonymous two factor user authentication protocol 

for the mobile cloud computing environment. The 

proposed scheme not only provides mutual 

authentication between mobile devices and cloud 

computing but also fulfills the known security 

evaluation criteria[5]. Sulochana.V[6] presents secure 

authentication system by using level authentication 

technique which creates/authenticates the password in 

sequence levels to access the cloud services.In this 
paper geographical location is an important attribute 

which is used to authenticate cloud user. The location 

password is a point on a digital map that is selected 

by a cloud user as password. Cloud user place an ‘X’ 

marker on the desired location specifying line 

coordinates and the GPS device extracts geographic 

position of particular cloud user. The task of GPS 

device is to track the latitude and longitude 
co-ordinates of cloud user who is trying to get 

authenticated. To get authenticated, the cloud user 

must place an ‘X’ marker again near to the previously 

chosen location with exact line coordinates, location 

latitude and longitude is validated by local server and 

start accessing the cloud services. The user interface 

components of the scheme are intended to enable and 

support faster navigation on the digital map. The 

search component can make navigation faster by 

enabling the cloud user to type the name of place. To 

reduce ambiguity of search term, Google Maps API 
drop down menu suggests the locations in which the 

searched term appears. The cloud user needs to select 

specific item from the drop down menu in order to 

zoom into that location. The highlighting component 

is the vertical zooming bar and set minimum zoom 

level of 16 which provides clear view of streets, 

buildings etc. Panning component was enabled 

through i) dragging the map and ii) using the pan 

control in the upper left corner of the map. Nearly 

83% of cloud users were able to successfully set and 

confirm their location password without any failures. 

The authentication is strong deterrent to the hackers 
behind surreptitious locations trying to access cloud 

services. It is very difficult for an intruder to gain 

control by pretending to be at the right location 

because the location data cannot be duplicated. GPS 

extracts and stores the location information and is 

known to the authorized user only. An illegitimate 

user is obvious of the locations and can only guess 

them to a certain extent. The location based 

authentication scheme use the Google Maps API in 

which cloud user chooses a place as their password 

and GPS device extract longitude, latitude of the 
location and validated by local server. It provides 

enough security to protect against online attacks and 

may be used as a building block for future user 
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authentication systems. The major advantage of the 

scheme is that level of confidentiality is very high 
which leads to higher level of security. 

 

II. DESIGN OF LOCATION BASED 

AUTHENTICATION 

 

This password scheme happens between the cloud 

user accessing cloud services and local server, cloud 

service providers. The Figure 1 shows cloud user 

places the ‘X’ marker on Dennis Location. The Figure 

2 shows the overall working of the scheme and. 

Initially, cloud user (1) connect with local server 

wirelessly and (2) acknowledgement sent to the cloud 
user after successful connection establishment. After 

this process if the cloud user is not registered, the 

user places (3) ‘X’ marker on desired location and 

location is sent to local server using (5) GPS enabled 
device that is connected to cloud user machine. The 

device provides cloud user’s space time information 

i.e. latitude and longitude to local server. The local 

server stores all the information about cloud user such 

as the location’s latitude and longitude and  the line 

coordinates on which the ‘X’ marker is placed. If the 

cloud user is registered, (6) location’s latitude and 

longitude and (4)line coordinates on which the ‘X’ 

marker is placed is validated with local server. After 

successful, the local server will establish connection 

between the cloud user and service providers. The 

coverage area is specified for users. If a cloud user 
goes out of the area after successful login, access to 

the cloud services will be prohibited.  

 

 
Figure 1.‘X’ marker  placed at Dennis 

 

 
Figure 2.Geographic Location Password
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2.1 Algorithm for Location Based Authentication 

Step1: Create an API key 
Step2: Loading the Google Maps API, Initialize Map 

Options, Visual Refresh, Region and Language 

Localization 

Step 3: Add Directions, Distance Matrix, Elevation, 

Search Box, Geocoding, Maximum Zoom Imagery, 

Street View Service to the Scheme 

Step 4: If Cloud User = New, 

 

 Cloud user search for place in search box and 

uses user interface components like zooming, 

panning options etc….                             

 Place ‘X’ Marker on particular location and 
stores the line coordinates in local server 

 Initialize GPS device  

 Listen to a port by using GPSDriver() function at 

specific port and with finite baudRate. 

 Setup GPS,Retrieve available Port list and baud 

rate list by using two main functions getPortList() 

and getBaudRateList(). 

 Start auto detection of GPS Driver by following 

steps. Create OBJ of GPSDriver, Use of 

GPSDriver.detect() to detect GPSDriver, Open 

the GPSDriver, Add GPS listener to the object 
OBJ by using addGPSListener() 

 The GPSDriver is successfully initialized, the 

location of the cloud user is to be traced out. To 

accomplish this task, a method gpsevent() is 

defined which has object of GPSInfo as a 

parameter 

 Extract Latitude and Longitude of the location of  

the cloud user and Store in Local server 

 Go to Step 5 

 

Else 

If Cloud User=Registered, 
 Cloud user search for location on which ‘X’ 

marker is placed in search box and uses      

user interface components like zooming, panning 

options etc…. 

 Cloud user must place ‘X’marker on the location 

selected in the Registration Process 

 Line coordinates of ‘X’ marker , Latitude and 

Longitude of the location is validated with local 

server 

 Provide Access to Cloud Service 

 
Else 

Go to Step 5 

End 

Step5: Exit 

 

2.1.1 Security Estimates based on Guessing Attack 

A soft mapping can be used on security estimates 

based on guessing attack. First construct a model soft 

mapping indicating the guesses-attacker relationship. 

Let A={a1,a2,a3,a4….am} denote the set of attackers, 

G={g1,g2,g3,g4….gn} denote the set of guesses; 

j=[0,1]. Soft mapping F:A P(JG) such that eЄA, F(e) 

is a singleton set {fe}, where fe:GJ is an injective 

function. The function fe assigns a numeric value to 
each guesses with respect to attackers. Soft mapping 

F represents a model of attackers and the guesses 

with a value given to each guess given in Table 1. Let 

A={a1,a2,a3} where a1 is attacker1, a2 is attacker2, a3 

is attacker3 and G={g1,g2,g3….gn} where g1 is 

kanapura, g2 is madiwala, g3 is koramangala, a4 is 

Tavarakere, a5 is BTM Layout, a6 is Shivaji Nagar. 

  

 

 
Table 1.Guessing Values 

 

Soft mapping F:E P(JG) defined as follows: 

F(e1)={f1},F(e2)={f2},F(e3)={f3}. Attackers comes 

with the following guesses G={g1,g3,g5,g6} find the 

image of g under f display the scores. Score (a1)= 1.8  

Score(a2)=2.1 Score(a3)=2.0, attacker 2 stands on 

upper level of guessing where as attacker1 and 

attacker 3 stands on lowest level of guessing. The 

overall success rate of attackers is 0.33 which has 

minor effect on the security. The results shows that 

the location password created using map would be 
strong enough to withstand online attack, where the 

system is able to detect and stop or throttle the attack 

after the fixed number of failed login attempts.   

 

 
Figure 3. Implementation 

 

The next level is implementation which can be done 

by using Google Map Javascript API v3 embed the 

Google Maps into the authentication system. The 
scheme developed using software packages like 

Javascript, MySQL, jdk, jsp, Tomcat Server. The 

system loads maps API using an API key and define 

properties for the map. The API provides number of 
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utilities for manipulating maps and adding content to 

the map through a variety of services, allowing to 
create robust maps applications on website. A new 

symbol ‘X’ added to the Google Map with line 

coordinates. VRMI class encapsulates GPS 

functionality deals with periodical reporting and 

cloud user enters/exits the polygonal area extracts the 

longitude and latitude information. Location, line 

coordinates and latitude, longitude stored in server 

are validated. The scheme is faster and more 

applicable to mobile devices as well as traditional 

desktop browser applications 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
 

The location based authentication is a quickly 

developing field in the access management due to 

enhancement of mobile devices that are coming into 

the network environment. The location based made 

positive impact on the system’s usability and provides 

a much more detailed account of how map 

information can be useful and memorable in user 

authenticaton. It provides a supplementary dimension 

in network security. 
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